SIMO…alla meta, SIMO…the goal

Above: A poster from the 2016
“Sim…alla meta” event
Below: Here’s to Simone! Remembered with love…
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2017 will mark the third year of the “SIMO…
alla meta – Memorial Simone Luffarellli”.
Simone Luffarelli passed away in
Italy from a brain tumour in 2006 at
the young age of 21. His brother, Marco
Luffarelli, is the founder of the not-for-profit
organization ASD Chaos Primordiale which
promotes and develops amateur sporting
activities and organizes cultural activities.
In memory of Simone Luffarelli, a
non-competitive run/walk is organized
annually by ASD Chaos Primordiale and
sponsorship money from it goes to the
not-for-profit IRENE, the Regina Elena
Hospital Association that supports patients
with brain tumours and their families.
Marco said: “My brother, Simone,
always faced his disease with a smile
and so we gather together each year to
remember his courage and warmth and
to help other brain tumour patients at the

Above: Marco Luffarelli (left - President and
founder of ASD Chaos Primordiale) and friend
Valerio Rahim (right - co-founder, vice president
and coach at ASD Chaos Primordiale).

Regina Elena Hospital to cope with this
devastating diagnosis.”
Apart from organizing this run/walk in
memory of Simone, ASD Chaos Primoridale
also trains in the parks in Rome and
participates in many races.
The International Brain Tumour Alliance is
proud to support this effort and congratulates
Marco and his colleagues on their wonderful
event in memory of Simone. n
Right: Marco Luffarelli’s young son, also named
Simone, enjoys participating in the walk/run
Below: Participants in the 2016 “SIMO…alla
meta” event in Rome warm up for their race/walk
Below right: The “SIMO…alla meta” event is in
memory of young Simone Luffarelli
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